Increase the Impact & Exposure of Your Research by Going Open

INTERNATIONAL OPEN ACCESS WEEK EVENTS

Thursday, October 23 2014
@ The Atrium, the Agnes Etherington Art Centre

1:00-2:20pm
The Open Access Tipping Point:
Toward Openness as the Default.
Keynote Speaker: Michael Geist,
Canada Research Chair in Internet and
E-Commerce Law, University of Ottawa.
This keynote address will examine
the growth of open access, the urgency for
OA mandates in Canada, and the
remaining barriers for open access
adoption.

2:30-3:20pm
Managing and Editing Open Access
Journals: Experiences from Journal
Editors at Queen’s.
Find out what it takes to manage and
edit an Open Access journal. Feature
speakers will include:
- David Murakami Wood, Canada
  Research Chair (Tier II) in Surveillance
  Studies, Department of Sociology,
  Queen’s University. Editor in Chief,
  Surveillance and Society.
- Jon Igelmo Zaldívar, Postdoctoral
  Fellow (Queen’s University/
  Universidad de Deusto). Managing
  Editor, Encounters on Education.
- Michael Oshell and Wudassie
  Semaneh-Tamrat, Managing Editors,
  Politicus.

3:30-4:20pm
Open Access at Home: Services
and Initiatives at Queen’s.
Explore the benefits of Open Access,
Open Journal Publishing services, how
to comply with the Tri-Agency open
access mandate, accessing and
managing your open research data &
open data in software engineering
research.
- Jeff Moon: Data Librarian,
  Academic Director Queen’s
  Research Data Centre, Queen’s
  University
- Rosarie Coughlan: Scholarly
  Publishing Librarian, Queen’s
  University Library
- Mark Syer, PHD Student, School
  of Computing.

Friday, October 24 2014
@ Speaker’s Corner, Stauffer Library

1:00-3:00pm
Free Film Screening of “The internet’s Own Boy”
This feature film follows the personal story of programming prodigy and information activist Aaron Swartz and HIS
Groundbreaking work in social justice and political organizing, combined with his aggressive approach to information
access.